
Program Overview

AR Girls is funded by the National Science Foundation
(1657317). It is a collaboration between the Maine Math and
Science Alliance, University of Maryland Center for
Environmental Science, Harvard University, Oregon State
University, University of Wisconsin Madison, and various
Maine-based art education organizations
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AR Girls Program Design
The AR Girls project targets art-oriented pre-teen and teen girls, and seeks to increase
their confidence and interest with digital design and science communication. Ultimately,
we hope to expand their views of future career possibilities to include elements of
technology, science and communication.

Our approach to AR Girls is to integrate science, communication and technology (“the
pillars”) within the context of the girls’ interests and passion for art (“the umbrella”).
Specifically, girls learn about and then design “augmented reality” (AR) multi-media
experiences that address excess waste in their communities. Figure 1 provides a
conceptual diagram of the AR Girls with each of these pillars. The following text
presents the rationale for each pillar and how they are manifested in the AR Girls
activities.

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram showing the AR Girls design.

Science Pillar: We approach this pillar by having girls explore an environmental issue
in their own community. Science plays a key role in understanding and addressing
environmental issues and such issues are often relevant and compelling to youth. Thus,
environmental issues provide an ideal entry point into science. We present this as a
design challenge focused on waste in the girls’ communities. This pillar is grounded in
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the girls’ interest by having them select a subtopic around food, plastic or fashion waste.
We want girls to draw from scientifically-sound and age-appropriate content for their
waste-focused AR experiences. Thus, we have girls primarily access science-related
content through the curated AR Girls Resource Hub (Figure 2). We compiled the
Resource Hub using AirTable, which is an easy to use “delivery” platform as a vehicle .

Figure 2. Screenshot of the AR Girls Resource Hub.

Communication Pillar:  Communication is a core element of science. That is,  a
scientific investigation is not complete until new discoveries are shared with other
scientists and various stakeholders including community members. This is key to
advancing science and using science to address critical issues. Science communication
is often focused on peer-reviewed papers in science journals. But it also includes
innovative ways to engage the public in science–such as AR experiences. The girls in
AR Girls are well positioned to develop AR experiences on waste that can engage
members of their community. Overall, we hope that the girls leave AR Girls with a
broader  understanding of the role of communication and technology in the science, and
that they will view their own developing digital art and media skills as valuable assets in
communicating about important science-based issues. This pillar is grounded in the
girls’ interests by having them determining how they will approach and present their
selected waste subtopic.

To support this work, AR Girls includes the “Craft Your Message” template, which
breaks down the process of science communication into five clear steps (Figure 3). The
girls will use the template to outline their key issue, audience and communication goal,
incorporate “expert information” (i.e., from the Resource Hub), and make a plan to
gather feedback on the effectiveness of their AR experience. These design activities are
supported through Jamboard, which is an easy to use online interface.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the AR Girls Craft Your Message Jamboard.

Technology Pillar: Pre-teen and teen girls use technology everyday. AR Girls
empowers  girls to be designers, not just users, of technology. Digital technology skills
are key to many future careers– media, communication, arts and beyond. As noted, AR
Girls focuses on AR,  which is an engaging, tech-enabled communication platform that
overlaps virtual images on the real world (think Pokemon Go!). This pillar is grounded in
the girls interest by having them select and integrate the various media elements of their
AR experience. This can include their own art.

They will use various digital apps to storyboard and design their AR experience. The
key tool for this work will be Metaverse, which is an easy to use online studio and
mobile app for creating AR experiences.
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Daily Schedule and Summary
9:40 AM Educator Setup/Metaverse Troubleshooting
10:00 AM Welcome/Ice Breaker

Art Activity
Play AR - Using Metaverse
Craft Your Message/Explore the Resource Library

12:00 PM Lunch/Break
12:30 PM Metaverse Moment

AR Studio Time
Optional Overnight Challenge

2:00 PM Wrap Up

Theme for
each day:

Day 1
Selecting which
waste in your
community will
be the focus of
your AR

Day 2
Determining
what your AR
will look like

Day 3
Adding Media
and Building
Audience
Participation

Day 4
Promoting your
AR and
developing an
impact poll

Day 5
Showcasing
your AR and

testing its
impact

Digital Art Digital Avatar Photo Editing
for AR

Audio Editing
for AR
(optional)
(+Sketchbook)

Promo Poster of
AR

Showcasing
AR

Metaverse
*more on this

below

Use, Modify Create:
Branches,
Media Wall

Create:
Advanced
Features

Create:
Audience
Feedback Poll

Playtesting
with your
Audience

Design Craft your
Message,
Resource Hub

Storyboard,
List
Craft your
Message
Resource Hub

Translate
Storyboard
into AR
List
Craft your
Message
Resource Hub

Return as
needed to:
Storyboard, List
Craft your
Message
Resource Hub

Using
feedback to
revise your
design
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*Metaverse - A Note on Technology
AR Girls strives to engage youth in designing and building experiences that connect
them to their communities using technology-based digital media and art tools. In this
version of the Guidebook we envision the AR Girls activities using the Metaverse Studio
Augmented Reality design platform and mobile app
(https://studio.gometa.io/discover/me).

We chose Metaverse Studio because it provides a fun and easy-to-learn platform
through which AR Girls participants can express their creativity through AR. Users may
notice, however, that the Metaverse Studio website has a notice saying, “We are no
longer able to provide support for Metaverse, effective November 15, 2020. We plan to
keep the service online, so no need to worry about your existing experiences. However,
when considering starting a new project that relies on Metaverse, please be aware that
you may not be able to receive support. - Luis, Dmitry, and Sean @ GoMeta”

The platform has been stable as of 2022 and its ease-of-use means that participants in
AR Girls have not needed to seek support from the development team.

We recognize that over time, this platform may become less stable/compatible. Other
technology platforms are available or will emerge that can meet the core goals of our
project . A technology platform that aligns with AR Girls goals would:

● Allow girls to express their own creativity and integrate their own art,
● Support girls in designing interactive digital media for science communication

(Augmented Reality is one type of interactive digital media, but AR Girls does not
require that Augmented Reality be used),

● Promote connections to place or integration with the girls’ communities (e.g.,
through geolocation).

We encourage you to consider these requirements if you choose to use a platform other
than Metaverse to carry out the AR Girls program.

One example of an available digital media technology platform that is quite different
from Metaverse, and still addresses the core goals of the AR Girls program is ArcGIS
StoryMaps. StoryMaps provides an online platform that allows users to author a
place-based story by linking multimedia content with interactive map
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